Our Earth
Where did it all begin?
Wouldn’t it be exciting to fly back in time on
our magic carpet to say HELLO to the Earth
and see just how it was made?

Once upon a time, so the story goes, our universe
was born, along with other planets whirling around
us in the cosmos. Benji’s mum says it was created by
a Great Being called God, but Sumera’s dad says it
was made by a massive explosion in deepest space
zillions of years ago — mmmmm … I wonder.
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Apparently, over eons of time, by some mysterious
process called gravity, zillions of little bits of
stardust swirling around the sun, stuck together to
form our special planet … Earth … our HOME. And
as far as we know, there is nowhere else quite like it.

Does that mean t
hat our Earth is on
e
GINORMOUS BALL
made from old sta
rdust?!
Some people used t
o think it was as fl
at as a pancake!
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Things To
Think About

Hello

Earth

Why not ask a few people how they think our Earth was
made and see what they say?
How do you think the world started? What sounds and
colours do you think you could have heard or seen? What
smells do you think there were? What happened next? …
how do you think the plants and animals appeared?
How do we know that the Earth is round? What shape do
you think people might have thought the earth was and why?

“

This is an opportunity for you to chat about how the Earth began, building on
your child’s sense of place and introducing the awe and wonder of Earth’s
creation. You could talk about this from a scientific point of view or introduce your
own spiritual perspective.
Hellie and I are trying to understand the magical process of how Planet Earth
was created. Hellie is making me paint a picture of how I think the Earth started
— and what a mess I’ve made! An explosion of colours and swirls, and I’ve
added the word — BANG! Hellie’s drawn a wizard shining magic sparks onto the
Earth to bring it to life. She’s beginning to learn that she’s just one small — but
very important — part of a HUUUUUGE universe.
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Find the biggest piece of paper you can, and draw how you think
the Earth started. Splash on lots of colour and sparkle! When
it’s dry add in some words to describe the sounds and smells.
You can add plants and animals too if you want.

Things You
Can Do

Why don’t you blow
up a balloon to make a
globe? Then draw on
where you live with a
felt tip pen.

Imagine you’re on a space
ship or with us on our magic
carpet looking down on the
Earth.  Draw a picture
of what you can see or make
a collage by cutting out
photos from magazines.

We have fun getting
out the glitter
pens and stickers.

Take your socks and shoes off. Yipee! What does it feel like to stand with both feet flat
on the ground? Stand on one leg, now on the other. Hop, skip, jump or walk on tiptoes.
Look around you — what can you hear, touch, taste and smell?

Jaffa does this every morning. She stretches, reaching out her paws, cocks
her ears up and sniffs about. Then she goes outside for a good shake and a
look around before scoffing some tasty biscuits for breakfast.
Remember to visit www.helliesworld.com for loads more stuff to do
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